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College of the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California

THE TIME IS NOW
GET YOUR NARANJADO
November 22, 1946 — No. 9

WELCOME HOME
School Newsmen
Hold Conclave

'

H
- OMCOMM

A tour of bay area industries
for reporters from college news
papers was sponsored by the Na
tional Association of Manufact
urers on November 12 and 13.

IJANE SCHALSCHA
IS SWEETHEART

Bonfire, Open Houses, Judging, PLT Play
Breakfasts, Game—Highlight Homecoming

The purpose of this combined
tour and press conference was to
familiarize college students with
some of the job opportunities of
fered by the various large manu
facturing industries in and around
the San Francisco bay area.
Stanford, San Francisco Uni
versity, San Mateo Junior Col
lege, San Jose State, University
of California, St. Mary's and
Santa Clara were colleges repre
sented at this conference, with
College of the Pacific sending
Bill Gilmore and Nancy Deming.
Eight industries which included
Crown Zellerbach Corp., The Em
porium, Lilli-Ann Co., Sunshine
Biscuits, Inc., General Electric
Apparatus Plant, Marchant Cal
culating Machine Co., and The
Paraffine Companies, Inc., were
visited during this two day tour.
Press conferences were held at
each of these plants, where the
journalists met
top executives
and were given the opportunity
to discuss future employment
possibilities for the average col
lege graduate.
Nancy Deming, Editor of the
Pacific Weekly, made the follow
ing comment on her return, "It
was interesting to note during
these conferences that the point
brought forth by every one of the
officials representing their re
spective companies, was the im
portance of knowing how to get
along with your fellow workers".
General Electric professed a
need for people with background
'n chemistry and engineering
whereas the LillFAnn Company,
'adies garment manufacturers,
emphasized the need for people
eoming from the art departments
°f colleges with talent in design
ing.
These were only two of the
many references made to require
ments for job openings in the future.
The reporters also had the pleaof being entertained at
luncheon on board the U. S. S.
TERROR, where the Captain la
te1' held a press conference and
reviewed the Naval outlook at
present time.
Marchant Calculating Co. played
°st to the reporters the second
day.
. The group expressed the feellrig that more conferences of this
'^Pe should be sponsored, for it
v,'as held that many ideas con
cerning job opportunities were
r°ught forth in this meeting of
' ioh the average college studis not aware or has left uneXplored.
SUre

In the running for Pacific Homecoming Sweetheart were the nine
representatives of campus living groups pictured above. Top row,
left to right: Jane Schalscha, West Hall; Sally Howen South Hal .
Middle row: Helen Graham, Alpha Theta Tau; Ann Slaughter^ Pi
Kappa Epsilon; Pat Corwin, Tau Kappa. Bottom row: Carolyn Bull,
Pacific Co-op; Pat White, Tau Gamma; Mary Ferguson, East Hall;
Barbara Mills, Epsilon Lambda Sigma.

Lauritz Melchior COP - SJC OFFER
JOURN. MAJOR
Gives Concert
A Journalism major is already
possible in the College of the Pa
cific and the Stockton Junior
December 3
College according to a joint an
By "BY" MEYER

Lauritz Melchior, one of the
Metropolitan Opera's famous he
roic tenors, will be heard here
with his concert orchestra on
Tuesday, December 3, at the
Stockton High School Auditor
ium. His appearance here is part
of a concert tour in which the
brilliant singer is appearing be
fore packed houses and cheering
audiences. His 1945-46 concert
tour broke all records in each
city, box offices being sold out
of tickets a few hours after they
were placed on sale.
In addition to these tremen
dous tours, last season Mr. Mel
chior excelled even his own past
performances at the Metropolitan
Opera. On February 17th, he cel
ebrated his 20th anniversary at
the Metropolitan. This was the
occasion for one of the most un
usual operatic evenings ever pre
sented at the historic Met. Mel
chior chose the program and it
included the first act of "Die
Walkuere," second act of "Tris
tan and Isolde" and third act of
"Lohengrin."
Few artists have displayed the
versatility of this great tenor.
Famed the world over for his
portrayal of the heroic Wagner
ian figures—-Tristan, Lohengrin,
Tannhaeuser, Siegmun, S i e gfried and Parsifal—he is equally
at home in Italian opera and on
the concert stage. He has the
flexibility of tone and volume
(Continued on page 7)

nouncement recently made by
Professor Clair C. Olson and Dr.
Allen E. Woodall. Curricula in
Journalism of the best colleges
and universities have, in general,
been made up of courses of
study embodying well adjusted
liberal arts preparation and in
cluding special work in creative
writing, psychology, and the so
cial sciences. Such a program
has been planned by Professor
Olson of COP and is already
available to all students.
The specialized courses in
Jouranlism have until now been
confined to two generalized of
ferings: English 2 a, and c, and
English 115. Beginning this com
ing semester, the Journalism
work of the College of the Pa
cific will consist of two courses:
A project course in which stu
dents earn credit by actual work
on college or other newspapers,
and a class room course to con
sider principles of journalism
and the place of the newspaper
in the modern world. A similar
enlargement of offerings in the
Junior College is being planned
for the next year.
Dr." Woodall, who recently
joined the English faculty of
both colleges, has been director
of publications in several col
leges and universities, and is now
acting as coordinator of the new
jounalism curriculum. Among
the courses that may be given
are: Ethics of Journalism, Edi(Continued on page 7)

Jane Schalscha, representative from West Hall, was announced
at the Homecoming rally and bonfire last night, as the official
Sweetheart of Homecoming. Selected from the field of nine entrants,
which included Helen Graham, Carolyn Bull, Pat Corwin, Sally
Howen, Barbara Mills, Patricia White, Ann Slaughter and Mary Ann
Ferguson, Jane proved to be the popular choice of the non-partisan
committee of judges as the most typical college coed on campus.
—
• The committee of judges was
comprised of the following peo
SWEETHEART
pie: Mayor Crane, Miss Bernice
Repitti, Pres. of the Business
Girls Association; Miss Cather
ine Fredericks, Pres. of the Busi
ness and Professional Womens
Club; Jean Boyd, from the Stock
ton Record, and Douglas Sheppard, representative from the
Senior Chamber of Commerce.
The committee interviewed each
girl separately, talking with her
and asking her questions con
cerning her particular interests.
Position of the interview was de
termined by drawing numbers
[from a hat. Judging was based on
personality, appearance, social
poise, and activities.
Jane is a transfer student hail
ing from New Jersey where she
attended LaSalle J. C. in Auburndale, Mass. She is a Junior here
at Pacific, residing in the new
Jane Schalscha,
who was last
West Hall. Activities heading her
night presented as Sweetheart of
list of interests include skiing,
1946 Homecoming.
Glee Club, sketching, photogra
phy, tennis, riding, swimming and
skating. Captain of her crew
team, member of W. A. A., re
porter for her Year Book, Mana
ger of the Teen Age Department
at B. Altman & Co., New York
By CARROLL DOTY
City and volunteer worker at the
The second Little Theatre pro Lyons Veteran Hospital during
duction of the new season goes the war years, Jane completes her
before an audience tonight at list of past accomplishments. She
8:30 in the auditorium when De- is tweifty-one years old and ma
Marcus Brow npresents "The joring in Psychology.
The Pre-game rally last night
Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse" for
the approval of what is expected and the lighting of the traditional
to be a large Homecoming turn Homecoming Bonfire were the
out In the title role will be Tom opening guns that touched off the
Buckman, former Navy V-12 stu first traditional Homecoming at
dent at Pacific, from Reno. Buck- COP since 1941. The tradition
man became an outstanding was suspended during the war
member of the Little Theatre years.

T)r. C' Featured
At Homecoming

company in 1943 as the result of OPEN HOUSE
his performances in "The Eve of i Today has been set aside in the

St. Mark" and "Billeted,' before

Homecoming

schedule as Open

he went on active duty with the House. All living groups on cam
Naval service.
pus have decorated their houses
with the Homecoming theme.
INTERESTING VOICE
Relying °n an intersting voice Changes in plans were made to
to augment a dominating stage permit the houses to decorate on
personality, Buckman has a tal both the outside and inside. It
ent for winning over audiences was planned that, if the weathei
under the most trying of con was bad today, the houses would
ditions. His return venture be be judged on the decorations on
fore the footlights has been the interior.
awaited for some time now with JUDGING
Judging by the committee of
something less than patience by
citizens from downtown will take
campus oldtimers.
(Continued on page 8)
(Continued on Page 6)
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THE POET'S
CORNER

PACIFIC m WEEKLY

Among the bits of notebook
confetti left by the Alfred Noy*
lecture, we find this poem vrrit
ten for the occasion, addressed
both to Chancellor Knoles ane
Mr. Noyes.

Sally Logan, Business Manager
Dr. A. E. Woodall, Faculty Advisor

Nancy Deming, Editor-in-Chief
Dean Simpson, Chair, of Publications
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Exchange Editor
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HERE TONIGHT
Here in our own theatre, before
the tall
And columned shadows of the
curtains, all

EDITORIAL

We half remembered came to us
tonight,
As though out of near yesterday,
the light
Was walking toward us. You two
on the stage,

What Is Freedom?

If for some obscure reason, we wish to uncover various
facts about water, whom should we question?
Are,
SoreFhis is +he, right place,"?
A scientist, no doubt, would answer, "Water is a com
Who shape and touch, within our
two minor matters are cleared,
pound consisting of two atoms of hydrogen to every atom
little age
the backing will undoubtedly be
of oxygen. It is odorless, colorless, and tasteless—" Thus
The
thoughts and lives of now
official.
he would continue until he had told a great deal about the
so many, still
We don't like the idea of hav
physical and chemical properties of water. But if we
ing ideas shoved down our throat, Sharing this hour,—and so upon
should ask the same question of a man who is dying of
and we woulijn't for the world
the sill
thirst, he might reply, "Water is the most precious and
try that here. But devoting a few
Of
Time
we find ourselves . , .
By CARROLL DOTY
minutes for looking into the sit
wonderful of God's gifts. It sparkles more beautifully than
There you whose voice
the most valuable of gems. One drink would compensate A little movement that could uation would seem to us to be a
Gave us the "Barrel Organ,"
pretty fair idea.
for an eternity in hell!"
easily grow to great proportions
made us rejoice
All things which we experience during our lives, is under foot on campus these
New hours for the Cub House In the immortal highwayman
days.
Generally
speaking
there's
whether physical, chemical, moral, or esthetic are purely
have been established which
who rides
relative to one's status at the time, 1he same principle nothing like a movement, or cru allows that snack on campus
The moontrails of our dreams,sade ds they call it in certain cir
holds true for that state of mind and body called "freedom" cles, to interest a columnist. We Monday through Thursday eve
those earthless tides
since our view of freedom is relative to our exposure or use that word hesitatingly, for nings 7:30 until 10:00 P. M.
O n t h e s h o r e s o f l i f e . . . As
lack thereof. If I were to approach the subject of free the benefit of critics.
when in the dark we try...
On rainy days a movement, or
speech, I should do so with such a perspective in mind.
And find a stair, and climb,
Wem
Brief
Moreover, the real meaning of freedom of speech is not crusade, helps out in filling up
and see the sky
A total of 3,796 veterans have
epitomized by the scientist or pseudo-thinker who measures space.
And
lights of a city, and
Said movement, or crusade, has repaid G. I. loans in full since the
restless eyes of carsonly matter. He is too narrow. He has had free speech in to do with establishing a prece beginning
of the program, Veter
his own environment for so long that it has ceased to be dent. Now, far be it from us to ans Administration, Washington, Then over all, the still,
untroubled stars.
anything but a symbol. He refuses to view humanity as speak out in favor of establish D. C., has announced in its Octo
A. E. W.—10-29-46
alive and breathing. To him free speech is odorless, color ing precedents, the ivy covered ber report.
walls
of
the
Administration
less, and tasteless. He lays the words on a hare slab for
all to view, to view and still to wonder why we must have building generally being unreceptive to such things. But this
this quality to survive as humans.
being a rainy day, and the prece
The real value of free speech is most appreciated by dent a goodie, here goes.
TO EDITOR:
In a recent issue of the Pacific Weekly an editorial ap
the man who, having once possessed his God-given rights, A CLASS RING
peared, titled Let There Be Light, which focuses attention
i s d e p r i v e d o f t h e m . T o h i m f r e e d o m o f s p e e c h i s a s It seems to be pretty generally
on a subject important to a great many of us on the campus.
water is to the thirsty man. It is more than a symbol of conceded around and about the
Your editorial asked whether attention might not be given
something dead and inanimate. It is beautiful. It is the Senior class, among some of the
to the light problem in the library. It happens that something
more thinking elements, that a
is being done, and was being done at the time your editoria
difference between life and death.
appeared. A representative of the local light company
He might say, "If I lose my right to my voice in a Senior class ring would be a good
thing to have.
taken data from which he expects to work out specifications
free society, I then lose my most important claim to being To the best of our recollection,
for improving the light in our main reading room. Whe e
a human. If my voice is stilled, my soul is cloistered. I am plus a little innocent questioning
we will be able to adopt all his recommendations remains
here and there, College of the
then without life or purpose."
be seen. Electrical equipment is still critical.
Pacific Seniors have never had
BRUCE S. NICKOLS
Your statement that the major proportion of "res®arc"

Issue
At Hand

"ON THE GRILL"

Debating Squtd
Enters Contest
The debate squad of C. O. P.
and S. J. C. wil be put through
its paces Monday-Tuesday-Wed
nesday (25-26-27) when it enters
its first contest of the year at the
W: A. T. S. Tournament at San
Jose State College.
Coaches Betz, Fanucchi, and
Guss anounced at Monday night's
squad meeting that eight teams
will be entered. Senior men's
teams are Manuel Furtado—Bob
Mackey and John Baird—Wells
Peterson; Senior Women are Pat
Corwin—Mary Spanos; Junior
Men's teams consist of Ed Mor
rison—Marvin McDow, Keith Ar
mour—Jon Pearce, Charles Magnusson—Millard Kirsman, and
Lloyd Hughes—Harold Evans;
and Junior Women Audrey Beam
—Arline Wilberson.
In addition to debate, the speak
ers will mumble through three
rounds of Extempore, Oratory,
Impromptu, and Forum-Discus
sion.
The debate question is: "Re
solved that the Federal Govern-

J. C. STUDENTS, NOTICE!
A list of men and women
students has been posted on
the bulletin board in the gym
nasium and outside rooms 102
and 160 Administration Biulding. These students must see
Miss Ellis in the infirmary
prior to pre-registration coun
selling which starts December
9. Don't wait until the last day.
These students will receive
cards from Miss Ellis stating
the physical education courses
that should be in the stu
dent's program for the next
semester.
ment should revise its labor leg
islation to control strikes and in
dustrial disputes." The ForumDiscussion will also deal with
labor problems. The Extempore
and Impromptu topics will have
to do with international peace,
social, and educational problems.
Orations may deal with any sub
ject.
Other colleges expected to en
ter are U. S. C., U. C. L. A., Pepperdine College, Linfield College,
0. S. C., Williamette College, the
University of Arizona, and Brigham Young College.

a class ring.
Disgraceful, we call it. Why,
every college Senior class has a
class ring. But not the Pacifies.
We ought to be ashamed of our
selves.
That's why we're supporting
the movement, or crusade, men
tioned a few lines above. A school
ring is something to be proud of.
After all, though certain non-sym
pathetic characters might not
agree, going to college is quite an
honor. It's a mark of achieve
ment. And going to the college of
one's choice, in this case Pacific,
is even better. The graduating
Senior should have some mark to
show off to his admiring friends
proving he is a Pacific man, or
woman, as the case may be.
ALL HAVE THEM
All a person has to do is get
out in the world of society among
graduates of several institutions
to see various beautiful pieces
of jewelry adorning their fingers.
The Fordham, Georgetown, Notre
Dame, and Santa Clara men—and
the men and women from Stan
ford, UCLA, Washington, etc.
They all have them. And they are
all proud of them.
The matter apparently has the
unofficial backing of the powers
that be. and as soon as one or

by students is done during the hours between 7:00 and •
p. m. touches on one of our greatest difficulties; lack o re
ing space. Students should know by now that the library
crowded the first four evenings of the week. Why not co
from 4:00 to 6:00, or any time Saturday? Incidentally, we
noticed students occupied in pursuits other than those req
ing library facilities. Why do students work their accoun
problems and do their biology drawings in our crowdedI q
ters? The reason, we find, lies in the fact that study con i
in the dormitories and Quonset Huts are apparently
^
poor. It is possible that lack of facilities has somethmg
do with this, but the major reason is the fact that
students do not wish to study at home, and disiegar
rights of others who do. Radios blare, bull sessions are m P ^
gress from dinnertime on; quiet hours, as we knew ^eI?'ery.
non-existent, or honored more in the breach than the o
since.

_

It is disquieting to note that students are unab e
willing to exercise self discipline. Is there no practice o
Golden Rule on the campus?
er.
We have hopes that we may be able to relieve ou
^
crowding in the library in the near future by s ru
changes, and to improve our lighting and seating faciliti
additional equipment, but, as intimated above, such m
nt
are still hard to get. In the meantime, however, the ss
body itself can help the situation by being considerate oi
using other rooms for general study, and coming to the
at uncrowded hours.
20od
Those of us who work in the library are aware ot
yS
many things which might be improved, and are
^
looking for ways to do so. Suggestions from stude
welcome at any time.
Yours most sincerely,
ALLAN R. LAURSEN
Librarian

.(
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SOCIETY
CAMPUS ROMANCE CLIMAXED
gggftstfj :

Last Friday night, November 15,
was the date of the Tau Kappa
pledge dance which was held at
the Clark Hotel. The couples
danced to the music of Irv Corin
from 8 to 12. The theme chosen
for the evening was "Snowfall."
The decorations were pine
cones and fur boughs. The mir
rors around the room were
adorned with snow flakes while
in the center of the room there
was an ice covered pool reflect- j
ing blue lights.
A large, decorated sheet cake
with the names of the pledges
written on it plus punch were
refreshments for the dance.
Committee heads were: Joan
Wendels, decorations; Janice Pot
ter, refreshments; Mary Schlink,
music; Pinkie Jarvis, general
chairman.

Reno Ceremony
Unites Student

JIMMY AND JACK

Photograph by Hubert Miller

"Omega Phi Girl" Marries College
Sweetheart in Chapel Ceremony
Another campus romance was climaxed last Friday evening
at a candlelight ceremony in Morris Chapel when Miss Ellen
"Jimmie" Yocum was married to Mr. Seth "Jack" Potter.
The bride, given in marriage by her father, Morris Yocum,
wore a pearl gray dressmaker suit, fashioned with a small peplum
in back. A circle of pink feathers formed her hat, and pink gloves
completed her costume. She carried an arrangement of gardenias
and pink carnations.
Mrs. L. Shockey, sister of the*
bride and matron of honor, wore ^ew MotheYS Honored
a gray suit, blue hat, and carried j'
a colonial bouquet of blue del With Traditional Tea
phinium.
At Epsilon on Monday
Mr. Jack Russell, an ex-Navy
flyer and close friend of the bene
dict served as best man.
Preceding the service, Donna
Perrot and Larry Mason, sorority
sister and fraternity brother of
the bride and groom, offered sev
eral vocal renditions including
Sweetheart," and "Omega Phi
Girl."
A reception, immediately fola
ioilowing the ceremony, was held at
fbe bride's sorority, Epsilon
f^mbda Sigma. Afterwards, the
young couple left for an undis
closed honeymoon.
"Jimmie," daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Yocum of Linden,
atl(l "Jack," the son of Mr. and
Mrs- F. K. Potter of Stockton,
have both been active in campus
Mfairs. "Jimmie" is past presi£ent of Epsilon, and was "Omega
hi Girl" last year. Jack's fra'crnity is Omega Phi Alpha.

Epsilon's traditional Mother's
Tea honoring new mothers and
out of town mothers in the house
was held at Epsilon last Monday
under the direction of Mrs. R. R.
Smith, Chairman.
A regular business meeting of
the Mother's Club was called to
order by Mrs. Gulick, President,
ffollowed
a short
short program wirn
with
0n0wed by a

j gaily Geistweit singing and EilRnfroUieen Ellis reading °
a skit. Refresh
ments were served after the pro
gram.
Baby Ear of Corn: Mummy,
where did I turn fum?
Mummy Ear of Corn: The stalk
brought you, dear!
LATEST DISC-HITS

RECORDS

Running into her former suitor
a party, a girl decided to snub

RADIOS and PHONOGRAPHS

"So sorry," she murmured
hen the hostess introduced him,

Let us supply you with all
your musical needs.

Alpha Gamma Sigma
Initiates Members

T* Kappa Dance
Honors Pledges

On Tuesday night, West Hall's
girls were pleasantly surprised
to learn that Sam Stassi Jr. had
bestowed his name upon Mary
Jane Tourtillott on October 12,
1946 in Reno, Nevada. The formal
announcement was made at the
home of Mary Jane's parents in
Porterville, California, on No
vember 10, 1946.
Sam is a former student of the
College of Pacific. Mary Jane
will continue her studies here at
Pacific.
Upon graduation, Mary Jane
and Sam will make their home
in Sacramento, California.

A banquet and initiation cere
monies were held by Alpha Gam
ma Sigma, Stockton Junior Col.
Honor Sociejy, at the Fawn on
Wednesday evening, November
13 at 6:30 P. M.
Conducting the initiation were
Manuel Furtado, Isabel Monte,
Betty Fowler, Bob Bahnsen, and
Joan Arata. The initiates, Junior
College students having a 2.3
grade average, exclusive of P. E.
grades, were: Marvin McDow, Ed
ward Morrison, Carmen Caminato, Bill Toy, Marcus Williams,
Marilyn Nelson, Mary Tener,
Sumner Walters, Jr., Westley
Hall and Olga Kreuger.

LEOLA BROWN

Zeta Phi Pledging
Held, 45 Initiated
At Knoles Residence
Zeta Phi held its fall pledge
meeting on Thursday evening,
Nov. 14th in the home of Dr.
Knoles. Forty-five new pledges
were officially introduced into
this women's social organization
at an impressive candle-light
ceremony.
After the pledging service, a
business meeting was held and
two new officers were elected.
Mariane Steele was elected sec
retary, and Joy Ruf, treasurer.
Other officers of Zeta Phi are
Leola Brown, president, and Lois
Wood, vice-president and social
chairman.
Pledge class officers elected
were Nellie Tupper, president,
and Carol George, secretary. The
pledges have charge of the pro-

gram and refreshments at the
next Zeta Phi meeting on Decem
ber 5th.
Those pledging Zeta P h i are:
Elena Magpayo, Anne Ulrich,
Esther Lee, Joyce Shelton, Louise
Cole, Darleen Kidwell, Marian
Johnson, Anne Grahame, Pat
Lang, Dorothy Eaton, Joanne
Selby, Shirley Awe, Nellie Tup
per, Penny Fiztgerald, Maxine
Johnson, Lorraine Rocco, Katherine Batten, Josephine Gardella,
Ann Nicholson, Patricia Joy, Lois
Lenfest, Peggy Lindhorst, Arlene Wilkerson, Carol George,
Croce Marchitelli, Maizie S p e e gle, Petra Kuhl, La Verne Foster,
Betty Lee Dawson, Marilyn
Halleen, Phyllis Norman, Phyllis
Finch, Marjorie Marks, Adele
Mahan, Hilda Kurth, Nancy Hilscher, Joyce Horstkorta, Susan
Allen, Imogene Lindeman, Syl
via Carmean, Lorraine Kroells,
Dorothy Reimann, Martha Jor
dan, Gladys Stoeven, and Pat
Lehman.

-Du Bois
Stockton's Leading Junior Size Headquarters

Darling JUMPERS
by
JUNIOR HOUSE

14.75
100%

wool plaid

color

combinations.

in

beautiful

Full swing

skirt with soft sleeves.

The Blo^ise .

. . . $5.95

Rayon Crepe
Push up Sleeves

Moke our Pacific Ave. Shop your
very own. Drop in ond browse
around any time. You'll always
find the newest ond smartest.

him.

I didn't get your name."
' know you didn't," said the
''"hashed ex-suitor, "But you cerlin'y tried hard enough."

JOHNNY CALVIN
2016 Pacific Avenue

DU BOIS
Photo by Pardis-Windmiiler

p.

t'v

•
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SPORTS
MIRROR
By JOHNNY TUCKER
Pacific is now the home of the
Fog Bowl, with Fresno's Stadium
taking a close second.
During the second half of the
Fresno game, you couldn't see
the rooters on the opposite side
of the gridiron. When a ball was
kicked, the players stood around
all looking up to see where and
when the ball would land.
Art Brown, Bob Franceschini,
and Jean Ridley turned in out
standing jobs at the forward wall
during the scirmish in the Raisin
City. Ridley for the first time
this year played up to last sea
son's par. Jean caught one td
pass and set up the second one
with the help of John Rohde.
Ridley was an outstanding play
er last season.
The "Disaster Twins" set to
work again last Sat. to gather
three td's for each and down
Yuba 45-2. This brings Melby's
total to nine goal line crossings
since the season began. Don
Brown wasn't standing around
doing nothing while this was go
ing on. Don has carried the ball
71 times for 831 yds. or 11.7 yds.
per carry.
Track men: let's sign up quick!
Several men have been working
out on the track with room for
more. Contact Coach Jackson
in the Gym and check out your
working clothes.
Intra-Mural volley ball teams
are still wanted. Those interest
ed can sign up with Van Sweet in
the Gym office.
The Varsity defeated the J. C.
by a narrow margin in a hoop
scrimage Mon. nite. The Varsity
looked poor under the basket
with Cubs taking most of the re
bounds off the backboard.

Blacks Down
Stephens 49-41
The Pacific Blacks downed a
highly touted Stephens crew 4941 in the season opener at the
Civic Auditorium.
The Cruisers were leading 36-34
at the beginning of the final
period, but the Tigers JV's came
back to chalk up 15 digits and al
low the'loosers only 5.
Thomas kept his team in the
game by bucketing 25 of the 41
points from the guard slot.
Big Bill Tisher led Pacific's
scoring with 12. Fapayade play
ed a close second hitting the hoop
consistently for 11. Haines, Fall
and Woodward chalked up 8-7-6
respectively. Johnny Cantenisi
hit for 4 and Jim Nelson connect
ed on a foul shot.
A slippery floor held down fast
breaks and slowed down the game
to a walk.

Phonograph
Records
OTTO SCHWILL
2301 Pacific Avenue
Phone 2-3553
Open Friday Evening
7 — 9 p. m.

J. C. Cubs Set for Final Contest

Sea Hawks Have Heavier Squad
The win streak ridden Cubs finish up the 46 greensward seasj.
tomorrow night at 8:15 in Santa Cruz against the Santa
American Legion.
——• A win for the Cubs would ew
the season in a blaze of g]0tt
for five straight victories are ot
the road behind. In six gridi^
engagements this season the J. (
boys have managed to pile Up a,
average of 33 points per &aine
which is big in anybodys foot.
ball language.
According to Coach Garling- HAWKS USE T
At the first of the season, %
ton, this season's tennis squad Sea Hawks used a T with
single
will be the strongest in COP's and double wing variations, but
athletic history. The team will now operate mostly from the T
SEASON'S TOUGHEST
Don Greer, Cub back, shortens the distance to the goal. Shippen 50, rank with the top three of the
The game will probably be the
nation,
with
a
possibility
of
be
Boyet 54, Kemp 71, and Hultz 73, come up to help force Don out
toughest
one of the year with
ing first.
of bounds.
, ,,
Naranjado Photo—Pardis-Windmlller
The club will include Art Lar- the Santa Cruz bunch fielding
sen, George Druliner, Hank a wall averaging better than 2(6
Phister, Chet Covey, Ted Collins, pounds. The Cub line averages
and Gordon Dalbeck. Lowell a squeak over 179 pounds.
The Cubs, lacking excessive
Welch, a newcomer to the squad
speed
in the backfield, will have
earned his letter at Pacific in
'42. Bell Mundt, from last season, to rely on the deception which
has turned back all comers.
Fresno's Bulldogs barely man from there, led by Art Brown, will play in the first eight.
SAME RECORD
The
coach
will
have
no
idea
aged to turn the Snarling Beng frosh tackle from Oakdale; Jean
In two games this season, the
how
these
men
will
rank
till
als away on the short end of a Ridley, veteran end from ManHawks and the Cubs have turned
lighter
tournaments
have
been
13-12 score last Saturday night teca; Bob Franceschini, Balboa
in similar scores. Both teams
as a combination of pea-soup fog High's speedy guard, to keep the played. Several of these men have beaten Monterey and Hoihave
the
potential
strength
to
and lucky breaks lent a helping Fresno team desperately close to
hold down the number one slot. lister by two and three touphtheir own goal.
hand.
downs respectively. This would
The Bengals started their scor
The Tigers turned in their best
seem to rate the contest a toss-up
game of the season to give their ing setup with twopass plays laxed long enough to let the with the winer taking the breaks.
opponents an unwelcome shock that were good for 50 yards. Bulldogs creep through for a EVERYBODY SET
No injuries were sustained in
and the home rooters a pleasant Klein to Orvis for 15 and Klein touchdown after being thrown
to Rhode to Ridley for a first for a 35-yard loss on third down | the Yuba picnic with the excep
surprise.
near midfield.
Fresno made its first score down on the Frenso Five. .
' tion of Dave Gerber who re
The play was fairly visible dur ceived a cleated hand. The hand
early in the first period. Fullback RIDLEY SCORES
Mickey Masini went over for the
Le Baron then took over and ing the first half, but the fog is better and the Coach says
TD after making 43 yards in two tossed the scoring pass to Ridley. closed into make the second half Dave will be ready for the final
plays. The conversion was no Ed Waits tried for the point, but very rough going. Fresno's card battle.
good. In the second quarter the kick hit the cross bar and stunts were called off at half
time because of the poor visibil
Fresno was given a first down was no good.
when pass interference was ruled
At the start of the Fourth ity. The ball could be seen at Aggies Three Td.
against Pacific—setting up their quarter, the Tigers unleashed a times during the 2nd half when
Underdog!?
second touchdown. Hb. Bill Rob-, sensational running attack that kicks or passes were attempted,
Ever since 1934 when Amos
but
it
was
practically
impossible
inson took a pass from Qb. saw Eddie Le Baron take the
Jackie Fellows for the score. pikskin on his own five, run it to spot the ball on running plays. Alonzo Stagg lifted College of
Eddie Le Baron, Joe Gambetta, Pacific out of the obscurity of
That was all for the evening as to the 32, then pass to Ridley
Bruce
Orvis, Bud Klein, Don playing teams like Modesto J®
far as the Bulldogs were con for 17 yards. A lateral from Rid
cerned. From there on it was ley to Rohde with another lateral Campora, and Jean Ridley all ior College and Stockton High
School into faster (sometimes far
the Tigers all the way.
back to Ridley for 43 more set turned in outstanding perform
too fast) company, the Cal • ?
ances
to
make
the
contest
the
up
a
first
down
on
the
Bulldogs'
TAKE TO AIR
gies have been relatively easy
best
that
Pacific
has
played
so
From the start of the second nine-yard line. Three linebuck
pickings for the Bengals. Never
far
this
season.
half the Tigers swarmed all over plays were stopped; then Bud
theless the Mustangs have an &
the Bulldogs with passes. The Klein went through for seven,
traordinary disconcerting a
A
well-known
actor
notorious
Bulldogs had the ball several lateralled to Orvis who went over
for his caustic wit was having a of winning when they sh0 "
times, but the Tigers held them standing. The score stood 13-12.
In fact all the three games tw
Le Baron attempted a drop- quarrel with his wife. After a
to two first downs and never per
have
captured in the Pas
particularly biting remark, she
mitted a starter to come back kick for the extra point, but the
years have been when they we
burst
into
tears
and
said:
across the mid-field stripe again. try was blocked.
"How can you treat me like two- to' three-touchdown un
A 15-yard run by Klein and a
Bud Klein and Eddie Le Baron
this
when I've given you the sev dogs. This is another one of tt
tossed pass after pass with thir 33-yard pass from LeBaron to
underdog-years. According 0 _
en
best
years of my life!"
teen completed, two touchdowns Orvis carried the Tigers to the
record they are three touch o
"Good
Lord,"
replied
her
hus
and more thai} 200 yards gained. Bulldog's 38 in the last minute
under the Stagg-men
band,
"were
those
your
best?"
The Bulldogs were stunned. of play, but old Father Time
proved
too
much
for
the
Tigers
Klein started the Pacific offen
sive early in the third quarter and they were unable to make
with a 60-yard quick kick to the further scores.
Pacific showed a net gain of
Fresno two.
249
yards from passes and rush
SOLID TIGER LINE
ing
gains when the Tigers re
Pacific's lineup took up the fight

er Tennis
Squad Among
Nat. Top Three

Fresno Barely Manages to Turn
Back Fighting Tigers 13-12!

For WINTER SPORTS
Equipment and Clothing

" F E L L A S"
'
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

Shellubrication

College Cleaners

Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

We give Quality
Plus Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phone S-0504
2302 Pacific Ave.

Visit Our Complete

SKI SHOP

SKIIS — BINDINGS — POLES
SKI BOOTS — CLOTHING

tya/ul
SPORT SHOP

FOUR-DAY SERVICE
2314 Pacific Ave.

Hotel Stockton Bldg.

PHONE 2-7774

129 E. WEBER AVE.
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Hoopsters Open
Against Senators
VARSITY HOOP FUTURE

young Chris Kjeldsen puts his
V946 Tiger Varsity basketball
team on display for the very first
time here Wednesday night in
its opener with the highly-re
garded Sacramento Senators, a
semi-Pro quintet.
EARLY

SEASON

Marking the first time in mod
ern Pacific history that a Bengal
teapi has begun its season in
November, the Kjeldsen-men will
take the courts as slight under
dogs because of the visitors' no
toriety and experience. Whether
the doubtless laconically-trained
professionals will be any match
for the finely conditioned Tiger
squad, remains a matter of con
jecture.
The Senators boast two note
worthy collegiate and club stars:
Forward Gus Mota, a star at St.
Mary's during pre-war days and
a standout at California during
the war; and Center Vern Hoff
man, big, classy pivot-man, one
of Lodi High School's all-time
gTeats and high-point man at
Sacramento Junior College in
1941.
PREP GREATS
The entire Sacramento roster
is laced with former prep and
collegiate greats in this county
and it is by virtue of these in
dividual laurels that the team as
a whole has an edge over Pa
cific.
Kjeldsen's proteges will come
to the tip-off next Wednesday
with a month of exacting prac
tice behind them. But during that
time no games have been played
with outside teams which might
serve as a yardstick of any sort
except for a single scrimmage
with the Jaysee which did not
involve the whole squad.
NAME PLAYERS
The Bengals have several name
players at their service, men
like Ed Cerf, former St. Mary's
whirlwind; Grant Dunlap and
Bud Chinchiolo, stars of the
Kjeldsen 1942 Tigers; Ted Collins
of Modesto Jaysee, and Bill
Tisher of Chico State. The locals
also have many returned lettermen of yesterday like Wayne
Hardin, Jerry Haines and Johnny
Giulfoyle.
The Tigers will feature a mo
bile, single-pivot offense coupled
with a fast break so as to gain
greatest performance from, an
array of ambidexterous s w i f t footed ball players that go threedeep in most positions.
Coach Dave Kelly of Sacra
mento has declined to reveal any
dope on the Senators' offensive
Patterns, but in past years, Kelly
has been renowned for his
double-post and modified-break
style of play.
Neither coach has been able
as yet to release a starting linedp. The Pacific Blacks will play
a preliminary game starting at
7:15 p. m. The main contest will
begin at 8:30 p. m.

Rogers Jewelry Co.
Quality Jewelers
Phone 5-5510
Main and Sutter Sts.

LAST HOME SHOW TO BE TIGERS-AGGIES
Tiger Varsity Eager for Mustang
Eleven! Climax of Homecoming

LINE SPEEDSTER

Climaxing the biggest Homecoming since before the war, Col
lege of Pacific meets the Cal Aggies in their annual football classic
tomorrow afternoon in Baxter Stadium. Kick-off time is
p. m.
*There are no comparative scores with which to judge the two
teams. With the dissolution of the old Far Western Conference
and the entrance of Pacific into the bigger, classier, newer Califor
nia Collegiate athletic association which embraces bigger and more
athletically-able institutions, the Cal Aggies no longer play the
same calibre opposition that the Tigers do.
This years Ag schedule has*
~
consisted mainly of junior var
sity teams of their big-university
neighbors. For instance the Cali
fornia Jayvees edged them .out
21-14 and they tied the Stanford
Jayvees 14-14. They beat San
By FRANK JEANS
Francisco State 13-6.
1.
UCLA
over USC
Offensive patterns for the Ags
Rose Bowl? . . . Proof!
are usually standard; they run
2. COP over Cal Aggies
from the single wing and some
We win a game!
times the T and sometimes even
3. Notre Dame over Tulane
a short punt. But if they run
Irish go undefeated.
from the T it will be a standard
4. Harvard over Yale
T with none of the flourishing
Maybe next year, Eli.
concoctions of the Hawaii Rain
5.
Michigan over Ohio State
bows.
Wolves take Big "9."
They will be out-weighed in
6. Northwestern over Illinois
the line by 10 pounds to the man
Biggest Big "9" upset.
with the backfields approxi
7. Tennessee over Kentucky
mately equal. However, they
Southern Rivals.
show no such hot-and-cold flashes
8. Stanford over Cal
as the Tigers and have always
The "Big" game.
played hard aggressive football,
9. Alabama over Boston Col
especially
against
Pacific,
which
Bob Franceschini, Tiger guard and former S. F. Balboa High star,
lege. Victors—U. of Gilmer.
is the fastest man on the squad with the exception of Bob Heck. is always the hottest rival on
10. Columbia over Syracuse
their yearly schedule.
Lou lets Lions loose.
With powerful players like
11. Georgia over Chattanooga
Gene Ridley and Don Hall play
Hold that score down!
ing the best ball of their careers
12. Oregon State over Oregon
and with the early-season-touted
Who turned out the Leicht.
backs like Eddie LeBaron and
13. Indiana over Purdue
Bruce
Orvis
at
last
swinging
into
"Disaster Twins" seemed a First Don McCormick flipped their own, the closing gun can
Last game for both.
mild monicker indeed for Jack smoothly to End Roy Kirsteln show a four touchdown margin
14. Texas Tech over Arizona
Melby and Don Brown last Sat who ran twelve yards and laterRed Raiders roll.
—or even more.
urday afternoon after they had ailed to fellow-End Don Webb
15. Mississippi State over Miss.
Probably, however, none of the
scored six touchdowns between
Hold on—you all.
who was finally stopped just ten Tiger backs will be the equal of
them in leading the Stockton
16. Baylor over SMU ,
yards from the goal. Then Brown the Mustangs Bob Ward, who
Jaysee football team over futile
Bears boom!
moving fullspeed to his right, once starred here as a Cub mail
Yuba Junior College, 45-2.
17. Washington over Montana
grabbed a McCormick lateral and carrier and has added prestige
With just six minutes gone in
Poor Montana.
and ability in the service.
the first quarter, on the first scored.
18. Oklahoma over Nebraska
It
will
be
the
last
home
appear
p l a y f r o m s c r i m m a g e a f t e r a LONELY SAFETY
Sooners love corn.
The forty-niners finally got ance of the Bengals in 1946; they
Yuba kick had been grounded
19. San Jose over Fresno
close-out their season next week
on the Cub 32, Jack Melby slam their lonely safety in the final in San Diego where they take on
Spartans halt Fellows.
med up the middle, took a slight quarter when Scott, who was the Aztecs in the battle for third
20. Dartmouth over Princeton
jog to avoid the backers-up and Yuba's outstanding player that place in the conference.
Indians go this week.
then wheeled straight away to day, ran through and blocked a
paydirt, a sixty-eight-yard jaunt. local attempt to punt out of its
Wilford Carter, whose usually own end zone. The ball rebounded
automatic toe failed four times off Scott's chest into the meadow
out of seven in the game, missed behind the goal posts and the
Forty-niners had their score.
the conversion attempt.
The three final scores came in
QUICK PASS
the short space of five minutes.
The ball changed hands three
LIME
COAL
Tel. 6-6966
times in the next four minutes
BRICK
WOOD
REFRESHMENTS
with the visiting Forty-niners
PLASTER
FUEL OIL
830 S. Calif.
on the
eventually recovering a Stock
DIESEL OIL SAND
CAMPUS
Stockton
ROCK
ton fumble on their own 2 and
STOVE OIL
GRAVEL
kicking out to the twenty. Once
CEMENT
there, Bob Leighton whipped a
thirty-five-yard aerial to Melby
who snagged it in the end zone.
SUBS FINISH
Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
Generous substitutions served
STUDENTS
GRAND
to cool the Stockton second-quar
"WHERE YOU MEET
ter offensive, but they still man
EVERYBODY"
ICE
aged to travel sixty-one yards in
"OPEN EVENINGS"
two plays for their third tally.

SPORTS
FORCASTS

TWINS GATHER SIX TD'S IN
45-2 WIN OVER YUBA J. C.

YOLLAND IDE & FUEL GO.

THE CUB
HOUSE

CREAM

SERVING PACIFIC

TED'S
MEAT MARKET
434 E. WEBER

DIAL 8-8628

STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS
FOR FOUNTAIN SERVICE

PHONE 7-7095
1928 PACIFIC AVENUE
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Pacific Marriage
Forum Schedule
November 25

Clitterhouse Play
At Homecoming
(Continued from page 1)

story of Dr. Clitterhouse, it con
cerns his efforts to gather ma
The Pacific Marriage Forum, terial for a book on criminal
down-to-earth discussions on mar pathology which inevitably leads By MORTAROTTI and GUILD
riage relations will open Monday him into a rather profitable ca
Stan Kenton'% ace trumpeter,
evening, Nov. 25, at 7:30 P. M. reer in crime. Set in the main in
at the SCA with Dr. Ralph Eckert, London's underworld, British ac Ray Wetzel, is on a one-month
former head of the Psychology cents are very much in evidence vacation in St. Louis where the
Department here and now direc throughout.
tootler intends to rest up as well
tor of Parent Education, State
as take a few trumpet lessons.
THE VILLAIN
Board of Education, leading the
Neal Hefti, ex-Herman horn man
discussion on the topic "Am I
and arranger, will fill in for Wet
Glad I'm Single?!"
zel during his absence.
On Dec. 2 Dr. Eckert will again
Stan's chanter, June Christy,
lead the forum in the thought
will record for Capitol as a single
"Now's the Time to Fall in Love".
after the first of the year. June
Time and place will be the same
will continue singing with the
as the first forum.
band however.
At Chapel on Tuesday, Dec. 3.
Speaking of trumpet men, Pete
Dr. W. W. Long, Minister of the
Gondoli has left the Woody Her
First Presbyterian Church will
man Herd. Pete is being replaced
speak on "Marriage and the Indi
by Chuck Peterson, former Tom
vidual".
my Dorsey and Alvino Rey horn
Dec. 5 will mark the all Fresh
man. You will probably remem
men meeting at 7:30 at the SCA.
ber Chuck in his famous trum
The theme for this discussion
pet duel with Ziggy Elman on the
will be "All about Love." Dr. and
TD record of "Well Get It".
Mrs. Walter S, Knox will be the
Vocalist Buddy Stewart will
leaders. He is the director of
leave the Gene Krupa band soon
Health, Physical Education, and
after their current job at the
Recreation for SJC, COP, and
Hotel Sherman in Chicago ends.
the Stockton City Schools.
The singer will return to New
An informal tea for all mar
York and concentrate on radio
ried students, for wives and hus Bert Trulsson, who will be seen TIPS FROM A HIPSTER
bands, will be held Sunday after in the role of Benny Kellerman, TOMMY DORSEY (Victor 20-1958)
noon, Dec. 8, from 3 until 5 at menace of tonight's Pacific Little "That's My Home"
the SCA. There will be a discus Theatre opening, "The Amazing "Gotta Get me Somebody to Love"
sion of budget problems and Dr. Clitterhouse." Curtain time
HOME, has much the same twist
questions of importance to young is 8:30.
TD put on "The One I Love"
married couples.
NURSE MONTY
some years ago. Dorsey work
Three, as yet unchosen leaders
Top feminine role, that of the
will lead a panel discussion on Doctor's nurse, is played by Mon
"Am I Fit to Marry?" on Mon ty Rensberger, well remembered
day, Dec. 9, 7:30 at the SCA.
for her last season's perform
The last forum concludes on ance in "Blithe Spirit."
Wednesday evening with separ
The villain of the piece, going
ate meetings entitled "For Men
Only" and "For Women Only". by the name of Benny Kellerman,
These also will be held at the is Bert Trulsson. Benny tries to
match wits with the amazing doc
SCA at 7:30.
tor and ends up in the unenvi
This is an all campus project
able position of having a watery
with Nancy Jones as Chairman
grave staring him in the face,
and Marge Simpson, George Fow
all because he lets a somewhat
ler, and Alice Roone as her com
questionable lady called Daisy,
mittee aides.
played by Patty Lou Peters,
swerve him from his charted
Community Service course.
For those who like their mys
Meeting, Nov. 26
teries gory, that should be in
The Community Service Meet centive enough.
ing will be held Nov. 26 at the
COMEDY ROLES
SCA, where the special activities
In the role of a cheap, small
of the commission will be out
time crook with not too much
lined.
Serving the community in or nerve, Jack DeVoe has a chance
near Stockton, the list of activ to add a few laughs along the
ities are as follows: 1. Juvenile way, aided by Chuck Wade and
Hall project, 2. South Side Stud Gene McCabe in comedy roles.
The inevitable blundering po
ents Center, 3. Camp Fire Girls,
lice
force will be very much in
4. Girl Scouts, 5. YMCA Boys
Club, 6. Deputations, 7. City Coun evidence when Scotland Yard ar
cil visitations, 8. Labor organiza rives on the scene, with Bill
tions attendance, 9. Stockton In Paine, Kenneth Leedom, Byron
Meyer, and George Fowler striv
ternational Club.
Vivian Hansen is chairman of ing to make virtue triumph,
this meeting which begins at 7:30 which it always must—in plays.
There will be held early in FEW SEATS LEFT
February a discussion of Urban
According to the PLT assist
Workshop, under the sponsorship ant business manager, William
of this commission.
. . ,
Gilmore, there are still a few
ATT
L students are WELCOME to good seats left hut the advance
participate in the activities.
I e0od seats left

horse Stuart Foster does the vocal. LOVE, has much flute work
at the start and the Dorsey pumphandling first Chorus. Gotta hand
! it to TD—he's been doing this
i for ten years now, and it's still
commercial and musically ac
ceptable.
LES BROWN (Columbia 37086)
"My Serenade"
"The Best Man"
MAN, is another of the Butch Program Schedule
Stone comedy vocals about the Mon. 6:30 P.M
Symposia
trials and tribulations of a man Tues. 7:30 P.M
Musicalwith women—he's been doing Thurs. 8:30 P.M
Previa
them for years. SERENADE, is Thurs. 8:30 P.M
Merg\
prettily done—sung by Jack Has Sat. 5:00 P.M
Spokell.
Sun. 8:00 P.M
Chap?
BENNY GOODMAN (Columbia
37091)
Atomic Crisis Speech
"My Blue Heaven"
"Put that Kiss Back Where You Heard at High School
Found It"
A speech that was given in the
This is another one of those
Stockton High School Auditorium
fine Art Lund vocals as per 'Blue November 20 before a mixed aud
Skies'.
ience was the first of a series ol
It is interesting that BG is one
public meetings sponsored by
of the few leaders who plays
three Stockton groups interested
tunes at this particular "walk
in informing the public of the
'em" tempo. Lund sings the re
Atomic Crisis. The speaker was
verse side in a gay 90's manner, i
Dr. Philip W. Buck, professor o!
Goodman's reeds are standout for economics at Stanford University.
brilliance and quality—something
This series is being sponsored
he never misses on.
by the College of the Pacific,
CLAUDE THORNHILL (Columbia the Adult Division of the Stockton
73092)
City Schools and the Stockton
"If You Were the Only Girl"
Civic Forum.
"It's a Pity to Say Goodnight"
Sidney Roger, radio commen
GIRL, has the massed clarin tator on station KYA, will be the
et-horn efect with which Claude next speaker sponsored by this
made his original band reputa group. Mr. Roger is to speak at
tion The vocal is- done by Buddy an assembly in the C. O. P. audi
Hughes who does a very compe torium and at a public mass meet
tent job. The same is done with ing on the evening of December
the reverse side PITY.
12.
1

Holiday
Clothes for
Juniors
Trim your figure with these'scrumptious
new silhouettes from our exciting holiday
selection. Date frocks with flattering man
ners and romance in every line. Sizes 9
to 15.

16.95
and up

LETS MEET AT

the .Sterlmq
Fountain Service
3216 PACIFIC AVENUE

MAIN a t HUNTER

P
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5hi Club Reorganized Lauritz Melchior
Performs Here
fcxpect Big Turnout
«I think that we have a good
iub and a larger membership
1 ill go a lonS way toward mak,> it one of the most successful
organizations at Pacific." Those
were the words of the President
of the Pacific Ski Club, Bob Wil
son.
The ski club has been reorgan
ized this year and is now oper
ating under a new charter and
constitution. Officers for the new
ciub, consisting of approximate
ly 125 members, are Bob Wilson,
president; Bob Zink, Vice Presi
dent; Joyce Preston, Secretary;
and Tom McKeegan, Treasurer.
Members of the standing com
mittee on Publicity are Les Bax
ter, Barbara Bayne, and Jerry
Porter. The social secretary is
Gene Hicok.
The constitution of the club
provides for three types of mem
bership. The regular members
will be anyone interested in join
ing the club who is a member of
the Pacific Student Association.
Associate members will consist of
those who were., former members
of the club and wish to continue
their membership in the club af
ter leaving C. 0. P. The club plans
to admit honorary members chos
en from the professional skiing
field. Dues will be $2.00 per year
for regular members and $1.00
for Associate members. No dues
assessment will be made for hon
orary members.
The aim of the club will be to
further the interest in skiing as
a sport at C. O. P. The novice
who wishes to learn may get an
opportunity to practice, and ad
vanced skiers will enter compet
itive events with other schools.
The club plans to enter the Pa
cific Coast Intercollegiate Ski
Union. The Union is an all coast
organization c o n s i s t i n g of
such schools as University of Cal
ifornia, U. S. C., University of
Nevada, Oregon State, and others.
According to President Bob Wil
son, Pacific has the skiing per
sonnel to compete with the
schools in the union, and as soon
as ruling difficulties have been
ironed out competitive events
will be scheduled.
A lecture series on correct
technique was started last Wed
nesday. The lectures presented at
the club meetings will be inform
ative to the novice and useful
to those who ski fairly well. Mo
tion pictures are included in the
plans for instruction in skiing.
Social events are planned thruout the remainder of the skiing
season and a big dance for mem
bers will be held in January.
Faculty advisor for the club is
Miss Coll, P. E. Department In
structor.

(Continued from page 1)

which allow him to sing perfectly
and thrill audiences in opera
houses which hold thousands of
people as well as concert halls
of smaller dimensions. He is a
singer par excellence with a
charm and manner and sincerity
of presentation that sends an
audience 'away with their ears
full of music and their hearts
full of warmth and friendliness.

Roister Doister Cast
Announced by Ferris
The cast for Ralph Roister Doister, which will be the first play
Produced by the Studio Theatre,
has been chosen by Virginia Fer
ris, director.
The three main characters are
Dill Cunningham as Ralph Roister
Roister, Les Abbot gs Mathew
Merygrick, and Wilma Anderson
as Dame Custance. Others include(l in the cast are Bill Gingrick,
Marry Shelby, Bill Parker, Jean
•Wan, John Ward, Alice Dakin,
Mixie Mealer, and Lola Galli.
The production is expected to
be produced the 9th of Decem-

*GREAT DANE'

News Briefs

PUBLICATION AWARD
CONTEST
The Composers Press Inc., pub
lishers of contemporary Ameri
can music, is sponsoring a contest
in an effort to find interesting
compositions by contemporary
American composers. The musi
cal composition may be one of
three styles: Song to a secular
or sacred poem; anthem to a text
suitable for Easter, for mixed
chorus with organ accompani
ment, and quintet for flute, clari
net or French horn, violin, viola
and violoncello.
A cash prize of $100 is being
offered, plus publication and roy
alty contract, to the winner.
For rules of contest, write The
Composers Press, Inc., 853 Sev
enth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.

Mr. Lauritz Melchior, Metropoli
tan Opera Co. Star, will sing in
Stockton on December 3. The per
formance will be the High School
Auditorium.
Hailed in the music capitals of
the world for his achievements
as an opera and concert artist,
this amazing man has recently
won new acclaim via radio and
the movies. The intense human
ity of Melchior's personality has
found a new outlet in the warmth
and humor of his radio and
screen appearances. His first
motion picture, "Thrill of a Ro
mance," with Van Johnson has
broken box office records coast
to coast and his second film,
"Two Sisters from Boston," was
a 1946 spring release. Mr. Mel
chior has just finished making
his first starring picture, "A Gen
tleman's Gentleman" with Jim
my Durante.
Tickets for Melchior's one
Stockton performance go on sale
Monday, the 25th at the DeMarcus Brown box office, 133 Bridge
Place—to the rear of Hotel Stock
ton.

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

'Journalism Major
| To Be Offered

(Continued from page 1)
The Western College Associa torial and Column Writing, The
tion held its annual fall meeting American Magazine, and Writing
on the campus of the College of for Markets. These can be of
the Pacific last Saturday, with fered when students demands
nearly 100 presidents and admin make them practical.
istrators from 30 Western Col
Students interested are urged
leges in attendance.
to see Professor Olson or Dr.
"What is a college subject?" Woodall.
and "What are the institutions of
the Association doing to meet urging all members of the Asso
changing conditions?" were the ciation to cooperate and partici
questions put before the as- j pate in the program of the United
semblage, with answers ap Nations Education, Scientific, and
proached by means of prepared Cultural Organization. (2) a plan
papers, committee reports, and to address all national educa
open discussions.
tional foundations with an appeal
for greater support of non-scien
EISELEN SPEAKS
The curriculum questions were tific college projects. (3) com
presented by Dr. Frederick Hard mendation of a recent statement
of Scripps College, Dr. H. W. of Mills College trustees defend
Cowley of Stanford University, ing freedom of research and ex
Dr. Malcolm Eiselen of College of pression for college teachers.
Dr. Arthur G. Coons, president
the Pacific, and Dr. Victor F.
Lensen of the University of Cali of the Association and of Occi
dental College, announced the
fornia.
Pacific's Dr. Eiselen gave a spring meeting of the Associa
sense of urgency to the proceed tion fdr March 29, at Redlands
ings by his declaration to the ef University.
fect that America has about 20
years to accomplish the greatest
Maud Cornwell
educational task in history.

PACIFIC VETERANS CLUB
ANNOUNCES MEETINGS
President Kirk Campbell of the
Pacific Veterans Club announced
last Monday night that meetings
hereafter will be held every sec
ond and fourth Monday of the
month instead of every week.
The next meeting of the club will
be held Tuesday, November *12th
THREE RECOMMENDATIONS
instead of Monday, so that it will
The administrators adopted
not conflict with Armistice Day
three executive committee rec
activities. There will be a future
ommendations: (1) a statement
announcement as to the time and
place.
Campbell also asks that all
present members bring one new
veteran to the next meeting. The
club enrollment has swelled to
175, but Campbell thinks that
there should be a much larger en
rollment.

Housing Emergency
Need housing? A Mayor's
Emergency Housing Committee
has been organized in Stockton
to alleviate Stockton's housing
shortage. Alex Clements, fed
eral locality expediter, urges vet
erans and non-veterans to obtain
a questionnaire from the Dean
of Men's Office. There are two
types of questionnaires—one for
the person to fill out who is in
need of a room, house or apart
ment, and another for the person
who is building and cannot ob
tain supplies.
When a sufficient number of
completed forms have been mail
ed in to the Mayor's Emergecy
Housing Committee in the City
Hall, the Committee can start to
work on the problem. But they
need your cooperation first. So
obtain a questionnaire today
from the Dean of Men's Office,
Room 109.

Gaia-Delucchi Co.
American and Channel
WE DELIVER DAILY
(Except Sat.)

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Plumbing With A Smile
Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

| Pacific Host to
Western School

Dial 2-0229

School For Secretaries

Complete Secretarial Course

530 West Vine St.

Ph. 2-4384
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Homecoming' Queen
Is Jane Schalscha

ous was destined to be repj,
Headquarters for all tormer Rain, Rain Go Away
Navy and Marine V-12 students
by the steady patter of rain
will be set up at North Hall on !
Stay • - a few days, they bundled up ]fJ
the campus.
(Continued from page 1)
ing
hopelessly like
HOMECOMING SERVICES
We don't understand how Mr.
By MACHO
Homecoming ceremonies will and Mrs. Cloud, who are simply looking hopeless anyway. l0,
For those not familiar with the
place this afternoon at 4:30 P. M. be concluded with a joint Home
A LA FRESNO
"out of this world", could send shining curls disappeaed, brj
Twas the nite of the game, and First Prize will be awarded to coming Service. Speaking in Mor Pacific so many drips. Yes, the skirts and sweaters were uni]
the living group that best follows ris Chapel at 11 A. M., will be a
all thru the train,
iceable under heavy winter
gaj
originality and cleverness in the former Rhizite, member of the first rain of the season fell with
Not a creature was stirring, not theme of Homecoming.
and
trim ankles were cover
class of '28, Reverend Ralph its destination C. O. P., where
even a dame,
Open house will continue thru Richardson, from the Hamilton many students spoke a language with muddy boots.
Dead party, eh?
this evening. Dancing will be held Church in Oakland.
no teacher ever taught when
The fellas went into their (](
Un-uh, Listen! !
in the living groups with music
Chancellor Tully C. Knoles they were caught without their fie bags and came out with G
Thru the surging car clamors being provided by juke boxes or will deliver his address, "Relative
nylon rain coats and dishtowel jackets and pea coats, remind
a la conga chain;
phonographs.
Values", from the pulpit of the bandanas. When the feminine pop of much wetter regions whj
A flying body shatters a window
Central ME Church in Stockton, ulation discovered that the sun would make Stockton sho-*
PLT PRESENTS
pane;
shine for which we are so fam look like a leaky faucet.
Pacific's Little Theater players at 11:00 A. M.
A man with a cigar is on the
will
give
their
first
performance
chandelier;
of "The Amazing Dr. ClitterWe're all sorry girls it's over
house" tonight at 8:00 P. M. as
until the next year.
a special feature of the Home
The trip to Fresno turned out coming. A second performance is
to be all that everyone expected scheduled for tomorrow night.
and even more. The student spir SATURDAY BREAKFASTS
it started soaring with the act
Breakfasts and luncheons will
of boarding the busses for the set the proceedings under way to
train and didn't lag until end of morrow. The All College Honor
the trip back.
Society will hold an initiation of
PETE CHALMERS has no tail, new members at 7:00 A. M., in
but how that man can swing on Anderson Hall, followed by break
a chandelier!
fast at Purdy's at 8:00 A. M.
Pi Kappa Delta will meet at
If all the energy that goes into
Tinys for breakfast at 9:00 A. M.
a conga line could be harnessed,
the atomic bomb would soon be Women's Hall Alumni Association
will meet in South Hall (formerly
declared obsolete. At any rate, it
Women's
Hall) at 10:30 for break
must have taken a lot of trans
fast.
mission ammunition to propel
Tau Gamma is scheduled for
that human projectile with such
luncheon tomorrow at the Hotel
stunning force into the train win
dow which shattered like an un Clark from 12-2. Zeta Phi (for
breakable fountain pen in the merly Zetagethean) will lunch at
the Fawn Buffet at 12 noon.
hands of anyone but the sales
man. The projectile (a man) is HOMECOMING GAME
2:30 P. M. will see the kick-off
intact with nothing more than a
slight case of Sacro-Iliactic Hal to the COP-Cal Aggie homecom
ing game in Baxter stadium. The
lucinations.
Tigers whipped the Cal Aggies
MARY PADROTTI now has an
17-14 in 1924 when the two teams
extra corner on her head as a
played the dedication game
result of a fall across the laps of Baxter.
MIKE BROWN and
DOTTY
ALUMNI DINNER AND DANCE
WEED.
Hotel Stockton has been select
The OPA thought they had a ed as the setting for the Alumni
job—DORIS BLUM was trying to dinner at 6:30 with the Elvin
control the wildly surging crowd, Burgstahler Trio furnishing mus
and reminded us of the lone lum ical entertainment during the
berjack jumping into a log dinner. A short program is
jammed river all by his lonesome planned with Howard Bailey,
to put things as they should be. Alumni president, presiding as
RALPH GUILD looked rather master of ceremonies.
I rom 9 to 1 the homecoming
battered after the trip to Fresno,
and he kept dreamily muttering dance will be the feature in
something about, "They get din COP's gymn with Irv Corren and
ner for 40c—with plates yet!!" his band furnishing the music.
George Tomajan, Student Chair
Either JOE FELICE was taken
man of Homecoming, has prom
to the cleaners or he jumped in a
ised, "the Homecoming dance this
can of white paint because his
year will be something extra spe
trousers were brown before the cial."
game.
SUNDAY MORNING
Everything was just getting
Reunion breakfasts are planned
nicely coupled off when some for Sunday morning. Mu Phi Epbody turned loose the "Angels silon will meet at the Clark Hotel
with Dirty Faces" You know at 8:00 A. M. Phi Mu Alpha is
those "few in every crowd" who scheduled for Tiny's at 9:00.
must always watch over their
Pi Kappa Epsilon breakfasts at
"little" friends to see that every 8:30 at Tiny's. Theta Alpha Phi
Ihing is according to Hoyle—and will meet at the home of DeMarthat no one has any fun! !
cus Brown, 142 W. Knoles Way,
Sunday morning found the for breakfast from 9 till 11.
campus (and the campus'd) un
The SCA will serve breakfast
usually quiet, and the telltale to all students and alumni from
dark circles under most of the 8:30 to 10:00 in the SCA Build
"travel Jitters". Most of 'em looked ing, featuring a menu of hot bis
eyes were mute evidence of the cuits, country sausage, scrambled
like they'd been chasing fire en eggs, coffe, milk, butter, and jam.
gines for two weeks on foot!!
ANN BLUMENFELD is telling
TOM CLARK all about his com
plexes.
JERRY PORTER is to be highly
commended on the marvelous job
she did in decorating West Hall
for the formal dance held there
Friday nite.
JERRY BROWN points the nose
of her yellow convertible toward
Reno every weekend and flies
low to see someone pretty spe
cial.

Norman Higgins

Vogue--Alert
Cleaners
EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE
PHONE 7-7869
2117 PACIFIC AVE.

And

